
Beyond the degree distribution

Modularity: 
Many networks are 
inhomogeneous and are made of 
modules: many links within 
modules and a few links between 
different modules

clustering coefficient 
density of cliques 
motifs 
k-core 
degree-degree correlations



Properties: Modularity

Observed in social, biological and information networks



Properties: Multi-level modularity (hierarchy)
Networks have a hierarchical/multi-scale structure: modules within 
modules 
Nested organization



nb. Different notions of hierarchy 

Hierarchy = multi-scale 
structure: modules within 
modules

Hierarchy = subordination



nb. Different notions of hierarchy 

Hierarchy = multi-scale 
structure: modules within 
modules

Hierarchy of nodes with 
different degrees of 
“modularity” (clustering)

Hierarchical Organization of Modularity in Metabolic Networks, E. Ravasz et al. 
http://barabasi.com/f/108.pdf

http://barabasi.com/f/108.pdf


Random networks with communities
Generalization to arbitrary number of communities, distribution of community 
size and degree distribution 

Benchmark graphs for testing community detection algorithms, Andrea Lancichinetti et al. 
https://6c131308-a-62cb3a1a-s-sites.googlegroups.com/site/andrealancichinetti/
benchmark.pdf 

https://6c131308-a-62cb3a1a-s-sites.googlegroups.com/site/andrealancichinetti/benchmark.pdf
https://6c131308-a-62cb3a1a-s-sites.googlegroups.com/site/andrealancichinetti/benchmark.pdf


What is Community Detection?

Is it possible to uncover the (multi-scale) modular organisation of networks in 
an automated fashion? And please avoid false positives. 
Given a graph, we look for an algorithm able to uncover its modules without 
specifying their number nor their size 
The method should be scalable to accomodate very large networks, as often 
observed in the real-world.



Why community detection?
Graphs help us to comprehend in a visual way the global organisation of the 
system. This works extremely well when the graph is small but, as soon as the 
system is made of hundreds or thousands of nodes, a brute force 
representation typically leads to a meaningless cloud of nodes.



Why community detection?
Uncovering communities/modules helps to change the resolution of the 
representation and to draw a readable map of the network

Martin Rosvall and Carl T. Bergstrom, PNAS 105, 1118 –1123 (2008)



Why community detection?
Uncovering communities/modules helps to change the resolution of the 
representation and to draw a readable map of the network

InfoBaleen 



Why community detection?



What is a “good” community?
A connected component is certainly a good community, in case of several 
components



Percolation as a phase transition
Take the Erdos-Renyi network: how many disconnected components shall we 
expect depending on p?



Percolation as a phase transition



Community detection versus network partitioning
Both terms refer to the division of a network into dense groups 

Graph partitioning: the number and size of the groups is fixed by the user. 
For instance, in a typical bisection problem: what is the best division of a 
network into 2 groups of equal size such that the number of links between the 
groups is minimised. 
Application parallel computing: minimise inter-processor communication. 
Divides the system into the required number of groups, whatever the 
organisation of the system. 

Community detection: the number and size of the groups are unspecified, but 
determined by the organisation of the network. Ideally, the method should be 
able to uncover a mixture of groups of different size in the same system. It 
should divide a network only when a good subdivision exists and leave it 
undivided otherwise.



Community detection versus network partitioning
Both terms refer to the division of a network into dense groups 

Graph partitioning: the number and size of the groups is fixed by the user. 
For instance, in a typical bisection problem: what is the best division of a 
network into 2 groups of equal size such that the number of links between the 
groups is minimised. 
Application parallel computing: minimise inter-processor communication. 
Divides the system into the required number of groups, whatever the 
organisation of the system. 

Community detection: the number and size of the groups are unspecified, but 
determined by the organisation of the network. Ideally, the method should be 
able to uncover a mixture of groups of different size in the same system. It 
should divide a network only when a good subdivision exists and leave it 
undivided otherwise.

Different but similar methods 
In both cases: 
1) How to formalise the problem? Definition of a good community 
2) How to solve it in practice? Optimisation techniques to find it



Graph bipartition

Definition of the problem: 
Find the best division of a network into 2 groups of size n1 and n2 such that 
the cut size is minimal, where the cut size is the total number of links 
between different groups. 

Solving the problem: 
Looking through all bi-partitions and choose the one with the smallest cut 
size? 
Impossible in practice, as the exhaustive search is extremely costly in terms 
of computer time 

E.g. The number of ways to divide a network of 2n nodes into two groups of n 
and n nodes is: 

No method solving exactly the problem in polynomial time for all networks… 
But several existing heuristics allow to find approximate solutions in non-
prohibitive times.

Stirling



Spectral methods

Let us denote by                  the assignment of node i 

By performing a spectral decomposition of the Laplacian matrix, one finds: 

If there is no condition on si, the optimal solution would be 

But this solution is not a partition (except in extremely trivial situations) and it 
probably does not satisfy the required size of the groups.



Spectral methods
Approximation: If one wants a split into n1 and n2=n-n1 vertices, one orders 
the components of the Fiedler vector from the largest positive to the smallest 
negative and picks the n1 largest (smallest) components of the Fiedler vector

Complexity: O(N^2) on sparse networks



Community detection

What is the best partition of a network into modules? 
How do we rank the quality of partitions of different sizes?



Newman-Girvan Modularity

Q = fraction of edges within communities - expected fraction of 
such edges  

Let us attribute each node i to a community ci 

expected number of links between i and j 

Allows to compare partitions made of different numbers of 
modules 

M.E.J. Newman and M. Girvan, Finding and evaluating community structure in networks, 
Phys. Rev. E, 69, 026113, 2004.

QC 2 [�1/2, 1]



Note on the null model

Random network with constrained degrees 

What if one has extra information about the nodes?

Pij = kini koutj /mDirected networks ->

Spatially-embedded networks -> 

Or if the information on the degrees is expected to be irrelevant:
Pij = hki2/2m = hki/N

X

ij

Pij =
X

ij

Aij = 2m



Modularity



Modularity



Modularity Optimization

Optimization of modularity is an NP-complete problem

Need for efficient heuristics



Optimization: Spectral methods
Similar method to one for minimizing the cut, based on the spectral 
properties of the modularity matrix Q 

Let us first focus on the best division of the network into 2 communities. 

Let us denote by                    the assignment of node i 

By performing a spectral decomposition of the modularity matrix, one finds: 

si is chosen to be as similar to the dominant eigenvector

�(ci, cj) =
1

2
(sisj + 1)

M.E.J. Newman, Finding community structure in networks using the eigenvectors of matrices, 
Phys. Rev. E, vol. 74, 036104, 2006.

Qij = Aij �
kikj
2m



Optmization: Greedy optimization
Louvain: multi-scale, agglomerative and greedy

V.D. Blondel, J.-L. Guillaume, R. Lambiotte and E. Lefebvre, Fast unfolding of communities in 
large networks, J. Stat. Mech., P10008, 2008.

The algorithm is based on two steps that are repeated iteratively. First phase: 
Find a local maximum 
1) Give an order to the nodes (0,1,2,3,...., N-1) 
2) Initially, each node belongs to its own community (N nodes and N 
communities) 
3) One looks through all the nodes (from 0 to N-1) in an ordered way. The 
selected node looks among its neighbours and adopt the community of the 
neighbour for which the increase of modularity is maximum (and positive). 
4)This step is performed iteratively until a local maximum of modularity is 
reached (each node may be considered several times).



Optmization: Greedy optimization
Louvain: multi-scale, agglomerative and greedy

V.D. Blondel, J.-L. Guillaume, R. Lambiotte and E. Lefebvre, Fast unfolding of communities in 
large networks, J. Stat. Mech., P10008, 2008.

Once a local maximum has been attained, second phase:  
We build a new network whose nodes are the communities. The weight of the 
links between communities is the total weight of the links between the nodes of 
these communities.

In typical realizations, the number of nodes diminishes drastically at this step.



Optmization: Greedy optimization
Louvain: multi-scale, agglomerative and greedy

V.D. Blondel, J.-L. Guillaume, R. Lambiotte and E. Lefebvre, Fast unfolding of communities in 
large networks, J. Stat. Mech., P10008, 2008.

The two steps are repeated iteratively, thereby leading to a hierarchical 
decomposition of the network. 
Multi-scale optimisation: local search first among neighbours, then among 
neighbouring communities, etc.



Optimization: Greedy optimization

V.D. Blondel, J.-L. Guillaume, R. Lambiotte and E. Lefebvre, Fast unfolding of communities in 
large networks, J. Stat. Mech., P10008, 2008.



Louvain



Louvain



Optimization: Greedy optimization
Louvain: multi-scale, agglomerative and greedy

V.D. Blondel, J.-L. Guillaume, R. Lambiotte and E. Lefebvre, Fast unfolding of communities in 
large networks, J. Stat. Mech., P10008, 2008.

Very fast: O(N) in practice. The only limitation being the storage of the network in 
main memory 
Good accuracy (among greedy methods)



How to test the methods?
Test the heuristics: what is the value of Q obtained for different algorithms? Time 
complexity?



How to test the methods?
Comparison with real-world data: do modules reveal nodes having similar meta- 
data? 

But: meta-data are often unknown. No insurance that modular organization 
coincides with semantic/cultural organisation



How to test the methods?
Benchmarks: artificial networks with known community structure. 

But: random networks (their structure is quite different from real-world networks). 
In the way the benchmark is built, there is a (hidden) choice for what good 
partitions should be

Andrea Lancichinetti, Santo Fortunato, and Filippo Radicchi, Phys. Rev. E 78, 046110 (2008)



How to test the methods?
Ajk the people! 



Limitations of modularity (1)

The modularity landscape tends to be very rugged, with many 
partitions, possibly very different, having similar value of 
modularity. 

The performance of modularity maximization in practical contexts, Benjamin H. Good et al. 
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0910.0165.pdf

http://arxiv.org/pdf/0910.0165.pdf


Limitations of modularity (2)

Resolution limit in community detection Santo Fortunato and Marc Barthélemy  
http://www.pnas.org/content/104/1/36.full

Qij = Aij �
kikj
2m

http://www.pnas.org/content/104/1/36.full
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http://www.pnas.org/content/104/1/36.full


Limitations of modularity (3)

Resolution limit in community detection Santo Fortunato and Marc Barthélemy  
http://www.pnas.org/content/104/1/36.full

http://www.pnas.org/content/104/1/36.full

